
(intro)
Yeah! You saying my proof is wrong?
You saying my working out is incorrect?
You obviously don't know who you are messing with...

(v1)
When it comes to mathematics, nobody can contest, 
'cos I'm number one just like the derivative of x,
and I'm never more at home than when I'm sitting in a test,
zipping through the rest of the questions before I rest,
I'm no stranger when it comes to PDE's, 
I can use transforms to solve various degrees,
and I'll include initial values in as quickly as I please,
my algebra so tight it makes you weak at the knees.
and my topological skills, they be killing MC's,
apply the Banach-Tarski theorem; make a million of me,
and all the undergrad kids throw their shillings at me,
but call me Mr Perelman because I do it for free,
the millennium problems make me laugh in pretension,
in their generalised forms applied to any dimension,
so I'll be right back 'cos theres this little invention,
called the fundamental theorem and it needs my attention.

(chorus)
You are now messing with a mathematician,
when it comes to numbers I'm a magician
don't ever confuse me with a statistician,
'cos i will always be a mathematician.
You are now messing with a mathematician,
firing off theorems with startling precision,
forget about Gauss, I'm the newest edition,
and i will always be a mathematician.

(v2)
OK, just discretely, the thought of mathematics completes me,
and that thought alone implies that I get harassed weekly,
when I meet other students who swiftly proceed to beat me,
I apply Newton's method and make them disappear completely,
like back in high school, they told me that I'd never make it,
because I'd rather look at equations than females naked,
they looked me straight in the eye and said "you jacking me son?"
I said the only curves I want are mathematical ones,
Just cos you're getting roots like cos of x, see my face it's not impressed,
It's cos the girls you get are slower than the growth of log of x,
but I'm incredible, mathematically on a pedestal,
I'm getting girls so sharp that they ain't differentiable,
but sometimes I've been a bit, some say ridiculous,
cos I like to find derivatives while getting intimate,
"I'm in the middle of a problem and I need to finish it"
and so my girl would leave me because I don't get into it,
and so I'll spend the afternoon solving the Riemann Hypothesis,
don't tell me to go outside mum, thats just preposterous,
and if you step to me, professing that your the greatest,
I'll put an orthonormal basis in the place where your face is.

(v3)
I stay on top like the supremum, I get down like lower bounds,
The inspector of conjecture, I'm the sound of theorems found,
I keep it real like the reals, My style's smooth as a sphere, 
Contraction map you with my function fists as soon as I see ya,
It's like I'm writing your homework, I'm making problems for u,
I'll put a bullet through you, change your homology group,
like conjecture without proof, I'm not generally accepted,
but like multiplying by one, I'm not in anyway affected,
When it comes to functional analysis, nobody challenges,
get your notes torn by this Hilbert Space anarchist,
Im warning you now, my setting out's immaculate,
my formalities perfect, my use of variables accurate,
And that's the way it is, these are my principles,
calculating contour integrals on different intervals,
when my greatest weapons are the use of various bijections,
intersections, graph connections and the method of bisection,
With my head buried in books, even on my day off,



and if you get in my face, I will give you some chaos,
and I like sitting inside, reading the digits of pi,
and girls I only take your phone number if it's a prime,
I'm the master of maths, and I could try to explain it,
I have a neat little proof but this verse is too small to contain it,
so I'll save it, mathematically I am the greatest,
Mess with me again, I'll substitute your face into the pavement.


